Theoretical trends of diffusion and reaction into tubular nano- and mesoporous structures: general physicochemical and physicomathematical modeling.
A general and adaptable physicochemical model is presented to evaluate the mass transport within nanopores of mesoporous particles when the mass transport is coupled to heterogeneous kinetics occurring at active sites located onto the nanopore walls surface. The model framework encompasses almost all situations of practical interest in solutions and may be used for characterizing the kinetic rates and constants controlling the system under different sets of experimental conditions. Furthermore, it allows the delineation of simple effective parameters, which should be most useful for optimizing a given material in view of specific applications. For the sake of clarification the simplified model is presented and its results discussed by specializing it for cases where the reactions involve a simple adsorption of a target species on the nanopore immobilized sites as observed for inorganic sponges used in water decontamination. Yet it may easily be extended further to encompass a wider variety of situations where the sites immobilized onto the nanopore walls perform chemical or biochemical transformations as occur in supported catalysis in liquid solution.